
اسئلة القواعد والمنظومة النحوية 

The function for the underlined NP in the sentence Ahmed’s uncle
lives in Riyadh.. is:
a. Subject
b. Object
c. Complement
d. Appositive

The function for the underlined NP in the sentence My brother Saleh
studies at King Faisal University. is:

a. Subject
b. Object
c. Complement
d. Appositive ..

A sentence which gives an order or makes a suggestion is:
b. Command

verbs that require only one object are called:

a. intransitive verbs
b. Monotransitive verbs
c. Both true
d. Both false



The noun: “pen” determines the type of the phrase: “a
blue pen
” because it is a:

a. modifier.
b. head.
c. pre modifier.
d. post modifier.

Which of the following is NOT
a personal pronoun?

a. I
b. me
c. someone
d. mine

.Which of the following is an object pronoun?

a. she
b. themselves
c. her
d. they

“We all were very happy.” What is the head of the
noun phrase (NP)
in this sentence?
a. we
b. all
c. were
d. very



“He has
a blue pen
.” What is the type of the underlined
noun phrase in this sentence?

a. noun
b. nominal group
c. pronoun
d. pronominal group

Which of the following is a proper noun?
a. Ahmed
b. air
c. desk
d. bird

Which of the underlined nouns in the following
sentences is a generic common
noun?

d. A friend s somebody we like and know well.

that can be followed by both singular verbs (e.g. is)and
plural verbs (e.g. are) are
called:

d. collective nouns.



Which of the following nouns can be followed bybotha
singular verb and a plural verb?

a. friend
b. milk
c. team
d. bread

A sentence which gives an order or makes a
suggestion is called a/ an:

a. statement.
b. question.
c. command.
d. exclamation.

A sentence which expresses the speaker’s feeling or
attitude is called a/an:
a. statement
b. question
c. command
d. exclamation

I have not found any mistakes yet.” This sentence Is
a/an

a. affirmative statement.



b. negative statement.
c. order.
d. question.

“He is coming to the meeting.” What is the helping verb
in this sentence?

a. he
b. is
c. coming
d. meeting

Verbs that take no object sare called:
a. intransitive verbs.
b. transitive verbs.
c. mono transitive verbs.
d. ditransitive verbs.

Which of the is a mono transitive verb ?underlined
verbs in the
following sentences

a. Students study books

He gave me a book.” What is the direct object in this
sentence?
d. a book



“Go study.” In this imperative sentence, we assume
that the subject is:
c. you.

inite verbs are verbs which show:
a. tense, person and gender.
b. number, person and tense.
c. number, tense and gender.
d. gender, number and person.

“He drinks coffee every morning.” The form of the finite
verb in this sentence is

c. 3rdperson singular form.

After modal auxiliary verbs (e.g. can),infinitive verbs

a. bare (without “to”).

1- She washed the dishes with her hands ..

instrument

2- he made a good work

Manner



3 - the underline in this sentence is Ahmed's uncle lives in Riyadh

Subject

4- 2 nd plural
you

5 - My brother Saleh studies in Riyadh

Appositive

6 A sentence which gives an order or makes a suggestion

Command

7- a verb requires one object

Monotransitive

1-he visited me in my house..

preposition phrase

2- Ali has an exam ……..this morning.
n. p



3- he told him ….. to come.

when

4-the show ended  …..quickly.

very

5- the student ……. a pen.

needs

6- he drinks coffee every  Morning.

3 person

7- he is making a chair out of wood
making non-finite

8- noun
form



9- he is helping .
main verb

10- either I lost my wallet or someone stole it.

compound sentence

11- my neighbor and his family are going on trip .

simple sentence

12- they are both polite and friendly

correlative

13- the manager found him a hard working
employee.

complement



14- my brother saleh studies at kfu.

apposition

15- Ahmed uncle is a successful business man
. complement

16- his father gave him some important advice .

object

17- Mohamed is fluent in English .
complement of adj

18- only predicatively

a sleep, afraid

19- only attributively
main



20- my school friend

2 premodifier

21- 2 personal singular pronoun

you

22-we all ( the head is??)

26- the student needs a pen .

mono transitive

27- the artist finished the sculpture with great talent
manar

28- too good...???
29- good enough...??



30- the elderly must be respected .
head of n.p

31- my friend just arrived .

relative of time

32- can't be a gradable .
( compete)

33- the non- restrictive ,where the comma??

34- verb BE can be a cupola and join what?

35 - the sentence that have verbal group type
(1,2,3)?? .. Choose??

36- what kind of clause this sentence (.....)??

...choose?



.with a hammerhe fixed the door-37

instrument

guiltydriverthe policeman found the-38

complement

was important.what he discovered-39

. subject

40- adverbial of frequency that appear in the

middle position of a clause are ..after or before....

What??

41- infinitive ( whiteout (to) ...bare infinitive)

بالاختبار التعاریف اللي جت

About the definition

What is a…?

Command ?

A sentence which gives an order or makes a suggestion

Exclamation ?

A sentence which is used to express the speaker’s feeling or attitude



?intransitive verb

objects.noare verbs that require

E.g. Birds fly. The man spoke.

collective noun ?

is a singular word used to refer to a group.

A finite clause ?

verb.a clause which has a finiteis

common noun ?
is a name given either to an example of a class or to the class as a whole.

Homework 1

1- Afford
Affordable

2- inform
information

3- help
helpless

Homework 2

You have to register your marriage in the court. Register means:



Officially recorded

I did a poll on that institution and I found that no one was studying
translation. Poll means:

survey

Water trickled from the hose. Trickle means:
Light flow

Homework 3

Select the best ADJECTIVES and NOUNS forms of the words in
italics after adding the right prefixes War protest

Antiwar protest

True
Untrue

Payment
Nonpayment

Standardize
Standardization

*** wish you all luck  ***

جوليانا القصيم 


